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Use icons to identify the multiple uses of each product: 

Providing ECO friendly solutions for water 
sports, land sports and industrial needs… 

www.jawsproducts.com

“spit” is the most recognized name in anti-fog. spit gel is ECO friendly, made with 
natural ingredients & safe to use on any surface. Use spit gel on anything that fogs, 
including dive masks, paintball masks, sport goggles, safety goggles, ski goggles, eye 
wear, windows, binoculars, scopes & more. Apply wet or dry - spit gel is so thick it can 
even be applied under water!  Just one tiny drop works all day!  
CAUTION: spit gel is not recommended for swim goggle use. For swim goggles use 
Quick spit spray. 

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

long lasting gel formula 

use one “BB” size drop 

natural & hypoallergenic  

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“See what you're missing”

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

convenient spray formula 

natural & hypoallergenic  

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“The spray that works!”
Now the most recognized name in anti-fog comes in a spray! Quick spit is made from 
the same ingredient base as spit gel, giving you the high performance of a gel in a 
convenient, simple to use spray! Quick spit spray works on anything that fogs, 
including dive masks, swim goggles, paintball masks, sport goggles, safety goggles, 
ski goggles, eye wear, windows, binoculars, scopes & more. Apply wet or dry - Over 
200 pumps per bottle!  Quick spit can be packaged with JAWScloth (item #1788-96).

Purple PlatinumRed Blue Black Aqua

spitCLIP retainer lets you hang any JAWS 1 ounce bottle from virtually 
anything. Just push it on, “CLIP” & go! Hang from BC “D” rings, equipment 
& gear bags, backpacks, boats, inflatables, kayaks & more. The large clip 
allows easy operation, even with gloves. spitCLIP keeps your anti-fog 
close when you need it most. Never search for your anti-fog again! 

ECO friendly, reusable 

fits JAWS 1oz. bottles 

push it on, CLIP & go!  

6 colors to choose from

“CLIP it or forget it!”

stowit mesh bag is a simple, yet cleverly designed bag. It’s large enough to carry 
your equipment for a day of adventure yet small enough to “stowit" anywhere. 
The attached mask bag is uniquely positioned inside to protect your mask & 

goggles by keeping them “on-top” at all 
times. stowit can be rolled up inside its 
mask bag for easy & convenient 
stowage. Made of rugged nylon mesh, 
stowit allows equipment to be rinsed or 
dunked without removing.

large size 28”x13” 

stow away size 7”x7” 

internal mask bag 

mask-on-top design  

“It’s the small-big bag”

NEOsplit mask strap is designed to fit any mask with a 
removable strap. Its neoprene material, split design, 
integrated snorkel clip holder & non-slip buckle make 
the NEOsplit mask strap the most comfortable, flexible & 
secure neoprene mask strap available! Will not tangle 
your hair & the split design allows space for pony tails. 
Available in 6 colors (Black/Red; Navy Blue/Royal Blue; 
Aqua/Pink).

fits any mask size 

split style for security 

will not tangle hair 

great for ponytails 

6 colors to choose from

“When it splits… it fits!”

NEOkeeper snorkel retainer is designed to fit any size snorkel. Made from 5mm high 
quality neoprene, the NEOkeeper is virtually tear proof, tangle proof & more 
comfortable than other snorkel keeper designs. It will also slide into the JAWS 
NEOsplit snorkel clip holder (below) for a super secure attachment to your mask. The 
perfect keeper to accent your snorkeling equipment or to keep in your save-a-dive kit 
so you'll always have a spare. Available in 6 colors (Black/Red; Navy Blue/Royal Blue; 
Aqua/Pink).

fits any size snorkel 

tear proof material  

will not tangle hair 

soft & comfortable 

6 colors to choose from

“When you keep it, keep it comfy!
JAWS - Just Add Water Solutions believes you deserve the very 
best. That’s why each JAWS product is uniquely designed to 
provide ECO friendly, superior quality products for multiple uses. 
From our solutions line to our water sports accessories, JAWS 
provides quality products for water sports, land sports & 
industrial needs.  Visit www.jawsproducts.com

snorkel clip holder

What our customers are saying… 
“Our divers love your products and we appreciate your quick response to their needs and our orders. You have great 
customer service!”  Waterdogs Scuba & Safety / Cecil Stout 

“We really enjoy having products that sell themselves. Thank you JAWS!”  GR8 Diving / Vicki Ruiz 

“Great product!  Easy on the eyes and holds up well during a dive. If you want a product that is compatible with non-
glass lenses and easy to apply,  Quick spit is it!”  High Plains Scuba Center / Jim Schultz 

“We have used various anti-fogs in our dive shop over the years, but nothing lasts as long as Quick spit. Best of all it’s 
made in the USA!”  Treasure Cove Divers / Robert Hartman 

“Spit is a great product liked very much for its ease to apply and it doesn’t sting my client’s and instructor’s eyes. I also 
like that you can apply it under water!”  Dive California / Michael Timm

http://www.jawsproducts.com
http://www.jawsproducts.com
http://www.jawsproducts.com
http://www.jawsproducts.com
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ECOguard Silicone Spray & Concentrate are ECO friendly solutions made with 
cosmetic grade, pure silicone. This skin safe formula provides maximum lubrication, 
protection & revitalization with minimum impact on the environment. Use ECOguard 
on all water sports equipment, neoprene, latex, rubber, metal & plastic. ECOguard  
eases wet & dry suit entry, preserves seals, lubricates moving parts & protects against 
corrosion & oxidation. ECOguard will also protect leather & vinyl. To revitalize & 
preserve wetsuits, drysuits & lycra products, combine ECOguard Silicone Concentrate 
with slosh or Aquasuds (add 1/2 oz. ECOguard concentrate per 1 gal. (4 liters) water).

ECO friendly, non-toxic formula 

lubricate, protect & revitalize 

cosmetic grade, safe on skin 

high viscosity, water repellent 

available in multiple sizes

“It’s the silicone with a conscience”

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

non-toxic, safe on any surface 

eliminates all 3 phases of odor 

exceptional as a pre-wash 

available in multiple sizes

“It gets the REEK out of reeky!”
REEKAway odorless odor eliminator is scientifically designed to eliminate all three 
phases of odor instead of simply masking the smell with perfume or fragrance. 
REEKAway is odorless, colorless & stain free - safe to use on any surface including 
skin & pets! Its probiotic formula biologically destroys odors at their source for 
permanent odor elimination. Use REEKAway on water sports & sports wear, neoprene 
& lycra, hiking & hunting gear, work clothes, shoes, helmets, hats, bags, auto interiors, 
home, pets & more! REEKAway eliminates odors caused by perspiration, urine, algae, 
plankton, fish, animals (including skunk), vomit, feces, garbage, gas, smoke or 
anything that reeks! Also use REEKAway as a pre-wash for exceptional results!

internal bladders & containers 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

treats odors, algae & bacteria 

just squirt, shake, rinse & go! 

available in multiple sizes

“Squirt, shake, rinse and go!”
sloshLFC (Low Foam Cleaner) contains no harmful chemicals. Its fresh scent & unique 
blend of natural ingredients remove salt, odors, chlorine, organic residue, mold, algae 
& bacteria. Its low foaming properties & special disinfectants make sloshLFC the 
perfect cleaning solution for products with internal, hard-to-reach areas. Use sloshLFC 
on BC bladders & hoses, water bladders & hoses, water bottles & more. sloshLFC can 
also be used on clothing, sports wear & as a general cleaning booster when combined 
with regular slosh or Aquasuds.

slosh wetsuit shampoo contains no harmful chemicals. Its fresh scent & unique blend 
of natural ingredients remove chlorine, salt, odors & organic residue while special 
disinfectant & conditioning agents sanitize, preserve & extend your equipments life. 
slosh is biodegradable, non-comedogenic & safe on skin - made from ingredients so 
pure it can double as shampoo & body wash! Use slosh on wetsuits & drysuits, scuba 
& snorkeling equipment, hiking & marine wear, snow & water ski wear, swim wear & 
pool toys. slosh can also be used on clothing, delicate sweaters & as a general cleaner. 
slosh is safe to use on skin & hair. 

works on all water sports wear 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

fresh scent & biodegradable 

special conditioning agents 

removes odors, chlorine & salt 

available in multiple sizes

“Don’t just wash it… slosh it!”

Aquasuds fresh scent & unique blend of natural ingredients neutralize harsh pool 
chemicals while removing chlorine, salt, odors & organic residue. Special disinfectant 
& conditioning agents sanitize, preserve & extend the life of your water sports wear. 
Aquasuds is biodegradable, non-comedogenic & safe on skin - made from ingredients 
so pure it can double as a shampoo & body wash! Use Aquasuds on all your aqua wear 
including swimsuits, rash guards, tri-suits, wetsuits, drysuits, water ski wear, pool toys, 
marine wear, scuba & snorkeling equipment. You can also use Aquasuds for hiking & 
snow ski wear, clothing & as a general cleaner.

works on all water sports wear 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

neutralizes harsh pool chemicals 

removes odors, chlorine & salt 

non-comedogenic, safe on skin 

available in multiple sizes

“Clean it - neutralize it - preserve it”

scrub mask & slate cleaner is an ECO friendly, natural solution for cleaning masks & 
slates. scrub is an effective, mild abrasive solution that deep cleans without scratching 
glass or most plastic surfaces. Due to stubborn product coating, scuba & snorkeling 
masks require a thorough lens cleaning in order for anti-fog to work properly. Use 
scrub to remove lens coatings & clean residue from your mask lens & skirt between 
dives. Also use scrub to remove grease pencil & pencil marks from plastic slates.  
scrub is not intended for use on plastic lenses.

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

scours off mask lens coatings 

cleans mask skirts & slates  

natural & biodegradable 

alcohol & bleach free 

“Just squirt, scrub & rinse!”

JAWScloth is an ECO friendly, nonabrasive cloth that gives your glass or plastic lens 
the "3-S treatment"... spotless, speckless & streak-free! This tightly woven microfiber 
cloth looks & feels like silk & is reusable - Just throw it in the wash or hand wash when 
needed. JAWScloth is 7"x 7” - packaged in an "envelope style” reusable storage pouch. 
Use JAWScloth with our SEEsafe & Quick spit antifog products to properly clean & 
buff your lens. JAWScloth works great on eye wear, safety goggles, safety glasses, face 
shields, sport goggles, scopes, binoculars, windows, mirrors, stainless steel & more!  
JAWScloth can be packaged with SEE Safe or Quick spit (item# 1788-89 -OR- 1788-96).

ECO friendly, reusable 

machine or hand wash 

safe on glass & plastic 

handy storage pouch 

“Spotless, speckless, streak-free”

SEE Safe is a 2-in-1 industrial strength anti-fog & lens cleaning solution that is easy to 
apply & safe to use on any surface. Use SEE Safe on eye wear, safety goggles, safety 
glasses, face shields, sport goggles, paintball masks, scopes, binoculars, dive masks, 
swim goggles & more! SEE Safe comes in a 2 ounce size with over 400 pumps! For dry 
applications, use our JAWScloth microfiber buffing cloth to achieve the best results & 
avoid scratching  -OR- just add water to turn  SEE Safe  into a cleaner. You can also 
purchase SEE Safe packaged with JAWScloth (item #1788-89).

ECO friendly, 2-in-1 formula 

long lasting, easy to use 

400+ pumps per bottle 

natural & biodegradable 

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“Don’t just see… SEE Safe!”
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ECOguard Silicone Spray & Concentrate are ECO friendly solutions made with 
cosmetic grade, pure silicone. This skin safe formula provides maximum lubrication, 
protection & revitalization with minimum impact on the environment. Use ECOguard 
on all water sports equipment, neoprene, latex, rubber, metal & plastic. ECOguard  
eases wet & dry suit entry, preserves seals, lubricates moving parts & protects against 
corrosion & oxidation. ECOguard will also protect leather & vinyl. To revitalize & 
preserve wetsuits, drysuits & lycra products, combine ECOguard Silicone Concentrate 
with slosh or Aquasuds (add 1/2 oz. ECOguard concentrate per 1 gal. (4 liters) water).

ECO friendly, non-toxic formula 

lubricate, protect & revitalize 

cosmetic grade, safe on skin 

high viscosity, water repellent 

available in multiple sizes

“It’s the silicone with a conscience”

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

non-toxic, safe on any surface 

eliminates all 3 phases of odor 

exceptional as a pre-wash 

available in multiple sizes

“It gets the REEK out of reeky!”
REEKAway odorless odor eliminator is scientifically designed to eliminate all three 
phases of odor instead of simply masking the smell with perfume or fragrance. 
REEKAway is odorless, colorless & stain free - safe to use on any surface including 
skin & pets! Its probiotic formula biologically destroys odors at their source for 
permanent odor elimination. Use REEKAway on water sports & sports wear, neoprene 
& lycra, hiking & hunting gear, work clothes, shoes, helmets, hats, bags, auto interiors, 
home, pets & more! REEKAway eliminates odors caused by perspiration, urine, algae, 
plankton, fish, animals (including skunk), vomit, feces, garbage, gas, smoke or 
anything that reeks! Also use REEKAway as a pre-wash for exceptional results!

internal bladders & containers 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

treats odors, algae & bacteria 

just squirt, shake, rinse & go! 

available in multiple sizes

“Squirt, shake, rinse and go!”
sloshLFC (Low Foam Cleaner) contains no harmful chemicals. Its fresh scent & unique 
blend of natural ingredients remove salt, odors, chlorine, organic residue, mold, algae 
& bacteria. Its low foaming properties & special disinfectants make sloshLFC the 
perfect cleaning solution for products with internal, hard-to-reach areas. Use sloshLFC 
on BC bladders & hoses, water bladders & hoses, water bottles & more. sloshLFC can 
also be used on clothing, sports wear & as a general cleaning booster when combined 
with regular slosh or Aquasuds.

slosh wetsuit shampoo contains no harmful chemicals. Its fresh scent & unique blend 
of natural ingredients remove chlorine, salt, odors & organic residue while special 
disinfectant & conditioning agents sanitize, preserve & extend your equipments life. 
slosh is biodegradable, non-comedogenic & safe on skin - made from ingredients so 
pure it can double as shampoo & body wash! Use slosh on wetsuits & drysuits, scuba 
& snorkeling equipment, hiking & marine wear, snow & water ski wear, swim wear & 
pool toys. slosh can also be used on clothing, delicate sweaters & as a general cleaner. 
slosh is safe to use on skin & hair. 

works on all water sports wear 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

fresh scent & biodegradable 

special conditioning agents 

removes odors, chlorine & salt 

available in multiple sizes

“Don’t just wash it… slosh it!”

Aquasuds fresh scent & unique blend of natural ingredients neutralize harsh pool 
chemicals while removing chlorine, salt, odors & organic residue. Special disinfectant 
& conditioning agents sanitize, preserve & extend the life of your water sports wear. 
Aquasuds is biodegradable, non-comedogenic & safe on skin - made from ingredients 
so pure it can double as a shampoo & body wash! Use Aquasuds on all your aqua wear 
including swimsuits, rash guards, tri-suits, wetsuits, drysuits, water ski wear, pool toys, 
marine wear, scuba & snorkeling equipment. You can also use Aquasuds for hiking & 
snow ski wear, clothing & as a general cleaner.

works on all water sports wear 

ECO friendly, hypoallergenic 

neutralizes harsh pool chemicals 

removes odors, chlorine & salt 

non-comedogenic, safe on skin 

available in multiple sizes

“Clean it - neutralize it - preserve it”

scrub mask & slate cleaner is an ECO friendly, natural solution for cleaning masks & 
slates. scrub is an effective, mild abrasive solution that deep cleans without scratching 
glass or most plastic surfaces. Due to stubborn product coating, scuba & snorkeling 
masks require a thorough lens cleaning in order for anti-fog to work properly. Use 
scrub to remove lens coatings & clean residue from your mask lens & skirt between 
dives. Also use scrub to remove grease pencil & pencil marks from plastic slates.  
scrub is not intended for use on plastic lenses.

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

scours off mask lens coatings 

cleans mask skirts & slates  

natural & biodegradable 

alcohol & bleach free 

“Just squirt, scrub & rinse!”

JAWScloth is an ECO friendly, nonabrasive cloth that gives your glass or plastic lens 
the "3-S treatment"... spotless, speckless & streak-free! This tightly woven microfiber 
cloth looks & feels like silk & is reusable - Just throw it in the wash or hand wash when 
needed. JAWScloth is 7"x 7” - packaged in an "envelope style” reusable storage pouch. 
Use JAWScloth with our SEEsafe & Quick spit antifog products to properly clean & 
buff your lens. JAWScloth works great on eye wear, safety goggles, safety glasses, face 
shields, sport goggles, scopes, binoculars, windows, mirrors, stainless steel & more!  
JAWScloth can be packaged with SEE Safe or Quick spit (item# 1788-89 -OR- 1788-96).

ECO friendly, reusable 

machine or hand wash 

safe on glass & plastic 

handy storage pouch 

“Spotless, speckless, streak-free”

SEE Safe is a 2-in-1 industrial strength anti-fog & lens cleaning solution that is easy to 
apply & safe to use on any surface. Use SEE Safe on eye wear, safety goggles, safety 
glasses, face shields, sport goggles, paintball masks, scopes, binoculars, dive masks, 
swim goggles & more! SEE Safe comes in a 2 ounce size with over 400 pumps! For dry 
applications, use our JAWScloth microfiber buffing cloth to achieve the best results & 
avoid scratching  -OR- just add water to turn  SEE Safe  into a cleaner. You can also 
purchase SEE Safe packaged with JAWScloth (item #1788-89).

ECO friendly, 2-in-1 formula 

long lasting, easy to use 

400+ pumps per bottle 

natural & biodegradable 

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“Don’t just see… SEE Safe!”
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Providing ECO friendly solutions for water 
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“spit” is the most recognized name in anti-fog. spit gel is ECO friendly, made with 
natural ingredients & safe to use on any surface. Use spit gel on anything that fogs, 
including dive masks, paintball masks, sport goggles, safety goggles, ski goggles, eye 
wear, windows, binoculars, scopes & more. Apply wet or dry - spit gel is so thick it can 
even be applied under water!  Just one tiny drop works all day!  
CAUTION: spit gel is not recommended for swim goggle use. For swim goggles use 
Quick spit spray. 

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

long lasting gel formula 

use one “BB” size drop 

natural & hypoallergenic  

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“See what you're missing”

ECO friendly, non-toxic 

convenient spray formula 

natural & hypoallergenic  

works on glass & plastic 

available in multiple sizes

“The spray that works!”
Now the most recognized name in anti-fog comes in a spray! Quick spit is made from 
the same ingredient base as spit gel, giving you the high performance of a gel in a 
convenient, simple to use spray! Quick spit spray works on anything that fogs, 
including dive masks, swim goggles, paintball masks, sport goggles, safety goggles, 
ski goggles, eye wear, windows, binoculars, scopes & more. Apply wet or dry - Over 
200 pumps per bottle!  Quick spit can be packaged with JAWScloth (item #1788-96).

Purple PlatinumRed Blue Black Aqua

spitCLIP retainer lets you hang any JAWS 1 ounce bottle from virtually 
anything. Just push it on, “CLIP” & go! Hang from BC “D” rings, equipment 
& gear bags, backpacks, boats, inflatables, kayaks & more. The large clip 
allows easy operation, even with gloves. spitCLIP keeps your anti-fog 
close when you need it most. Never search for your anti-fog again! 

ECO friendly, reusable 

fits JAWS 1oz. bottles 

push it on, CLIP & go!  

6 colors to choose from

“CLIP it or forget it!”

stowit mesh bag is a simple, yet cleverly designed bag. It’s large enough to carry 
your equipment for a day of adventure yet small enough to “stowit" anywhere. 
The attached mask bag is uniquely positioned inside to protect your mask & 

goggles by keeping them “on-top” at all 
times. stowit can be rolled up inside its 
mask bag for easy & convenient 
stowage. Made of rugged nylon mesh, 
stowit allows equipment to be rinsed or 
dunked without removing.

large size 28”x13” 

stow away size 7”x7” 

internal mask bag 

mask-on-top design  

“It’s the small-big bag”

NEOsplit mask strap is designed to fit any mask with a 
removable strap. Its neoprene material, split design, 
integrated snorkel clip holder & non-slip buckle make 
the NEOsplit mask strap the most comfortable, flexible & 
secure neoprene mask strap available! Will not tangle 
your hair & the split design allows space for pony tails. 
Available in 6 colors (Black/Red; Navy Blue/Royal Blue; 
Aqua/Pink).

fits any mask size 

split style for security 

will not tangle hair 

great for ponytails 

6 colors to choose from

“When it splits… it fits!”

NEOkeeper snorkel retainer is designed to fit any size snorkel. Made from 5mm high 
quality neoprene, the NEOkeeper is virtually tear proof, tangle proof & more 
comfortable than other snorkel keeper designs. It will also slide into the JAWS 
NEOsplit snorkel clip holder (below) for a super secure attachment to your mask. The 
perfect keeper to accent your snorkeling equipment or to keep in your save-a-dive kit 
so you'll always have a spare. Available in 6 colors (Black/Red; Navy Blue/Royal Blue; 
Aqua/Pink).

fits any size snorkel 

tear proof material  

will not tangle hair 

soft & comfortable 

6 colors to choose from

“When you keep it, keep it comfy!
JAWS - Just Add Water Solutions believes you deserve the very 
best. That’s why each JAWS product is uniquely designed to 
provide ECO friendly, superior quality products for multiple uses. 
From our solutions line to our water sports accessories, JAWS 
provides quality products for water sports, land sports & 
industrial needs.  Visit www.jawsproducts.com

snorkel clip holder

What our customers are saying… 
“Our divers love your products and we appreciate your quick response to their needs and our orders. You have great 
customer service!”  Waterdogs Scuba & Safety / Cecil Stout 

“We really enjoy having products that sell themselves. Thank you JAWS!”  GR8 Diving / Vicki Ruiz 

“Great product!  Easy on the eyes and holds up well during a dive. If you want a product that is compatible with non-
glass lenses and easy to apply,  Quick spit is it!”  High Plains Scuba Center / Jim Schultz 

“We have used various anti-fogs in our dive shop over the years, but nothing lasts as long as Quick spit. Best of all it’s 
made in the USA!”  Treasure Cove Divers / Robert Hartman 

“Spit is a great product liked very much for its ease to apply and it doesn’t sting my client’s and instructor’s eyes. I also 
like that you can apply it under water!”  Dive California / Michael Timm
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